All Roads Lead to Ithaca

ACROSS
1. Worker-protection agcy.
5. Johnson School degree
8. Denizens of East Hill’s
18, 38 & 57 Across
12. Far from cheery
13. Appear
14. Of the ear
15. Many a recent Law School grad
17. A Nobel thing
18. Ithaca’s lakeside park
19. Brief snooze
21. Semiconductor device
22. They look down their noses
24. ___ Band (Lynah musicians)
28. Crow’s call
29. Cavatappi, e.g.
32. Marry
33. Hint for Miss Marple (var.)
35. Beat a retreat, with “away”
37. Second-tallest living bird
38. There’s one on South Hill
40. What Big Red men’s ice hockey does at 70% of its home games
41. Panic! At The ___ (pop band)
43. Fuertes Observatory sight
44. Tournament berth
45. Tears for Fears song
47. “The Cornell ___” (vintage publication)
48. Vessel for earthly remains
49. Sign of a sellout
50. “M*A*S*H” corporal
52. You can slide into them
55. Sound of misery
57. Con
61. “Ithaca ___” (local news site)
63. Jennie and John McGraw, e.g.
65. Ladies of Spain
66. Brother of Cain
67. Actress Campbell
68. Cut off
69. Recipe amt. (var.)
70. Parisian gray

DOWN
1. Agreements for secrecy (abbr.)
2. TV show whose May 2010 finale was famously controversial
3. Fakery
4. Didn’t buy
5. “Cloudy with a Chance of ___” (book & film)
6. Second letter, in Hebrew
7. “You said it!”
8. Mongrel
9. Seed coat
10. Tear down
11. Santa’s ride
13. Warm wind
14. Conciliate
16. “Put up,” as preserves
20. One of many Apple has in store
23. Something to do when it’s hot
25. SFO setting
26. Heavy haulers
27. Contents of a shady fund
30. McGraw, e.g.
31. 1979 film with an exomorph
32. Weill Cornell topic, for short
34. Smartwatches and their ilk
36. Terminus
38. You get credit for them
39. Not all at once
42. ___ play (Comicon portmanteau)
44. Hanging 10
46. As well
51. Back at sea
52. “Ben-Hur” was released on two
53. Plaintive sound
54. ___ Valley, CA
56. Sausage often paired with beer
58. Opine
59. Jeansmaker Strauss
60. Computer controllers (abbr.)
62. It goes with a gown
64. Retreat